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spring 2015 legal positivism i: the command theory of law john austin, the province of jurisprudence
determined (1832) 1. what is law? a. a command: “a law is a command which obliges a person or persons, and
philosophy of law - penn state law - analysis in philosophy of law. as brian leiter (1998) points out,
philosophy of law is one of the few philosophical disciplines that takes conceptual analysis as its principal
concern; most other areas in philosophy have taken a naturalistic turn, incorporating the tools and methods of
the sciences. philosophy of law (phil s182) - summer.yale - obligation, to set up the discussion of a
central question in philosophy of law, namely: what is the relation between law and morality? we close with
two important contemporary issues, examining the nature of free speech and commodification from the
standpoint of the law. philosophy and law - cdn.ymaws - law at georgetown law, who is concerned that the
legal system in which we live has abandoned to a large extent normative theorizing about how law promotes
or fails to promote human lourishing. but schweitzer aims to build on west’s thoughts, connecting the project
of integrating legal analysis with normative philosophy west calls for to a raymond wacks philosophy of
law - philosophy of law, i use this phrase interchangeably with ‘legal theory’, ‘legal philosophy’, and
‘jurisprudence’. strictly speaking, however, ‘jurisprudence’ concerns the theoretical analysis of law at the
highest level of abstraction (e.g. questions about the nature of a studying philosophy at usf - philosophy
department - studying philosophy at usf why the philosophy major is the best choice for students planning on
a career in law there can be little doubt that the philosophy major provides the best preparation for an
education and career in the law. first, philosophy consistently ranks first among pre-law majors in average lsat
what is the philosophy of law? - the philosophy of law (and of laws) draws directly upon ethics. that
understand-ing takes the form of practical reason's very first principles, directing each of us to all the basic
human goods (each an irreducible aspect of human flourishing), and of the specifically moral principles that
direct us to choose and act reasonably, ... course syllabus philosophy of law: law and social order ... but how important a role does the law actually play in facilitating social order? to a large extent, the answer to
this question will depend on what we mean by “law.” is “law” simply whatever rules the government creates
and enforces by means of legislation? or are there other sources of law beyond those created by the state?
introduction to ethical studies - philosophy home page - the current version, version 0.11, of this open
source textbook in philosophy is a work-in-progress and is being released in draft form. the collaborators would
be grateful for roberta j. morris one-page statement of philosophy of teaching - roberta j. morris . onepage statement of philosophy of teaching . prepared for submission to the best law teacher study, september
14, 2010 . my philosophy of teaching is to teach as if it is the only reason i am on the planet. plato's legal
philosophy - maurer law - plato's legal philosophy the gist of socrates' position comes then to this: athenian
law is right law. but the specific application of such law to human affairs, the administration of law, the
decisions and sentences are sometimes errone-ous and, therefore, unjust. but since laws can be applied only
in particular the philosophy of law and the legal status and ... - nyu law - philosophy of law. to the
extent i draw larger conclusions from the interpretation of philosophie und gesetz, these depend to some
extent on analyses in other parts of the manuscript, which are directed towards strauss’s engagements with
schmitt and kojeve on the problem of law and the “state”, and towards the preliminary philosophy of law brooklyn college - this course explores the issues that arise at the intersection of questions about law and
justice. we will critically analyze the nature and sources of law and legal institutions from the perspective of
moral and political philosophy. specifically, we will focus on topics such philosophy of law - webapps.utrgv
- students will become generally familiar with the main fields of law as they're taught in law school--including
criminal law, torts, contracts, property law, and constitutional law, along with jurisprudence and international
law. for each of these fields, however, our focus will not be on the law as it exists "on the
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